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To this the conventional answer is: "He was of the good
folk"; but in case of a notorious evil-liver they may say:
" Woe to him!" This curious colloquy, which I do not find
mentioned in the " Dictionary of Islam/* is sometimes re-
served for the cemetery.
At the cemetery the corpse is taken out of the coffin, and
placed in the grave, which is lined with stones and sub-
sequently arched over, so that no earth may press on the
body, as all Mohammedan sheikhs teach that the corpse
feels pain. Accordingly, the floor of the grave is made soft
with henna (red dye-stuff) and camphor. The head of the
grave is toward the west, and the body is placed on its right
side so that the face may look south, or toward Mecca.
Before the grave is closed in the friends may sprinkle dust
on the corpse, and, among the fellahtn, sometimes the face
is uncovered to prevent the dead from swallowing the band
of cloth! An extraordinary practice, not obligatory but
based on tradition, often either precedes or follows the clos-
ing in of the grave. In a loud voice the sheikh addresses
the spirit of the dead man, to prepare him further for the
dread visit immediately after the people have departed, the
visit of the two examining spirits, the angels Mun'kar and
Nakir', with black faces and blue eyes. After a preliminary
exhortation emphasizing the reality of death and the res-
urrcction, he declaims: "The two angels are now coming
to thee, and they will ask thee: Who is thy Lord, and who is
thy prophet, and what is thy religion ? By what hast thou
lived arid by what hast thou died? Answer them quickly
and without fear: Allah is my God, Mohammed is my
prophet, Islam is my religion, and I have lived and I have
died by the words of the creed, * There is no God but God,
and Mohammed, is the prophet of God!5 " This exhortation,
called the talqin', may be elaborated, ad libitum, to cover
other matters of faith and loyalty.1 While this practice is
voluntary, belief in the visit of the angels, called the punish-
ment of the grave, is incumbent on all Moslems. Among
the fellalitn it is sometimes called the reckoning. For the
1 It is said that in Busrah the sheikh, in giving this exhortation, may
strike the corpse's head with his stick.

